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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose of this study was to provide 
useful information for conducting Extension programs to 
serve the wood protection needs of Louisiana homeowners.
The author evaluated wood problems of homeowners, their 
wood protection practices, home exterior material prefe­
rences as an indicator of future housing trends, and the 
results of a 1978 pilot wood protection campaign. The 
author attempted to determine differences in wood problems 
and housing preferences of homeowners with respect to 
demographic characteristics, housing characteristics, 
and home location.
Statistical analysis included frequency and per­
centage data for general comparisons, analysis of variance 
concerning homeowners' campaign media ratings, and the chi- 
square test to determine possible significant differences 
between home types and wood problems.
A need for the "1978 Louisiana Wood Protection 
Campaign" was supported by evidence of lack of care for 
wood on homes, the high proportion of homes with wood 
problems, and homeowners*lack of wood protection knowledge. 
Mildew and paint peeling were the two major wood problems 
of homeowners, followed by wood decay and Insects. There
x
were differences in the extent of home wood problems when 
compared to homeowners' educational levels, type of home 
exterior, location of residence, and home values.
Evidence was found that wood decay and insect 
problems were often being corrected or repaired when recog­
nized. Wood decay and insect problems did not recur as 
often as mildew and paint peeling. Although various rela­
tionships were involved, the general housing categories 
with fewest overall wood problems reported were homes 
less than 10 years of age, brick homes, and homes with a 
concrete slab foundation. The number of homes with re­
ported wood problems remained at a fairly constant level 
after homes were about 20 years old.
About one-half of the homeowners regularly in­
spected their homes for decay and termite problems. More 
metropolitan homeowners (62 percent) practiced regular in­
spections for termites than nonmetropolitan homeowners 
(38 percent). Most owners who checked their homes for 
wood problems did so once per year.
Respondents overwhelmingly preferred brick homes 
over wood or other exterior types. Less upkeep, appearance, 
life expectancy, and insulation value were the four 
largest reasons given by homeowners for selecting a home 
exterior type.
The two major wood protection campaign media 
recalled by homeowners were television and radio. Fewer
xi
people recalled the campaign through bus signs, billboards, 
magazine articles, brochures disseminated by Extension 
agents, and posters placed in public buildings. Some re­
spondents remembered campaign media for up to four months, 
although most media recall was in the one to two month 
time interval,.
Respondents were asked to rate the campaign media 
by giving their opinions for the potential effectiveness 
of each medium in creating awareness. Ratings for the 
various campaign media by homeowners generally tended to 
follow their media recall patterns. Television, radio, 
pamphlets mailed through utility companies, and newspaper 
articles, respectively, received the four highest ratings 
for potential media effectiveness.
The "1978 Louisiana Pilot Wood Protection Campaign" 
resulted in substantial statewide public awareness of 
the organized program, although little adoption or changes 
in homeowners as a result of the campaign was noted. A 
need for home wood protection exists, but brief campaigns 
do not move the majority of the public to action. Conse­
quently, such campaigns should be reinforced by follow-up 
programs for a longer period of time. Data indicated 




THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the nation, insects, decay and other 
wood biodeterioration problems cause a substantial waste of 
wood, matex'ials, money and labor each year. Replacement 
costs due to wood deterioration represent an economic loss 
and a waste of the nation's wood resource. Critical 
opinions of wood and lost markets for wood products have 
occurred because of problems associated with wood on homes.
Louisiana and the Gulf Coast region have especially 
high occurrences of wood problems because of the high tempe 
rature and moisture in the region (6). Because of wood 
deterioration problems, a vigorous pilot technology trans­
fer program was Jointly conducted throughout Louisiana 
during 1973, by the Louisiana State University Cooperative 
Extension Service and the Forest Service, Southern Forest 
Experiment Station. The campaign attempted to apply tech­
nology transfer methods under the central theme "Your Wood 
Can Last For Centuries" (8). Much of the material was 
aimed at prospective and current homeowners. The campaign 
presented such information on aspects of wood protection 
as the correction of existing problems, improvement of
2
construction techniques, and where to obtain further infor­
mation (i.e., County Agents office).
The purpose of this descriptive study was to 
evaluate campaign actions, homeowners' wood problems, home­
owners’ attitude toward wood, and to gather information 
useful to future programs of this type.
Definition of Terms
Adoption - The use by a person of a recommended 
practice (innovation or idea) on a larger scale than a 
trial basis.
Agent - Parish (county) or multi-parish profes­
sional level Cooperative Extension Service personnel regard­
less of assignment (agriculture, 4-H, etc.).
Campaign - A connected series of operations to 
bring about a desired result or a concentrated program of 
action for a definite period of time.
Coordinators - Specified agents who were assigned 
the responsibility of program coordination for the wood 
protection campaign in their parishes.
Diffusion - The spread of an innovation or idea 
from its source to the ultimate user.
Extension Education (Extension) - Informal education 
and information outside of formal schools.
Farm - A tract of land devoted to agricultural
purposes; generally they consist of more than ten acres
and provide an income of more than $250 annually at the 
1969 price level.
3
LEMIS (Louisiana Extension Management In forma *:ion 
System) - A computerized system for gathering, analyzing, 
and storing information relative to Extension programs 
and audiences in Louisiana.
Media - The type of system of communications, 
such as television, radio, billboards, and newspapers.
Metropolitan - See "SMSA."
Multi-Media - Media having more than one phase or 
collective action of a group of media.
Pilot Program - An initial program generally on 
a trial basis.
Rural - Places of less than 2,500 inhabitants.
SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area) - 
A county (parish) or group of contiguous counties which 
contains at least one city of 50,000 inhabitants or more, 
or "twin cities" with a combined population of at least 
50,000. Contiguous counties are included if they are 
socially and economically integrated with the central 
city.
Specialist - Professional Extension employees at 
the state level who devote themselves to; some special 
branch of subject matter and who keep parish professionals 
informed on the latest research recommendations.
Urban (towns) - Incorporated places of 2,500 in­
habitants or more.
Statement: of the Problem
Many studies have been conducted on different 
phases of extension education, communications, and wood 
protection, but no known intensive studies have been con­
ducted statewide on the specific phases for conducting 
planned extension campaigns for wood protection. A need 
also existed to document this extension campaign for future 
use in improving extension education programs of this type. 
Specific problem areas of this study were campaign media 
relationships, homeowners' wood problems and attitudes 
toward wood, and wood protectipn practices of homeowners.
If the Louisiana State University Cooperative 
Extension Service and other agencies are to adequately work 
with citizens to provide them with educational programs 
and information to meet their needs, studies must be con­
ducted to determine needs, people's attitudes, and methods 
and techniques of education to solve these problems. 
Traditional methods of extension education have been ef­
fective, yet changing conditions and problems dictate that 
improvements and changing emphases must be considered.
Change agents, such as county agents, must become proficient 
with various means of solving client needs if they are to 
be effective. The technological and sociological changes 
in society are so rapid that Extension agencies must con­
tinually update ways of bringing about change. Through 
extension education studies of this type, information can
be used to structure educational programs directed at the 
homeowning public, thereby improving extension work and 
better serving the public.
Description of Campaign Actions
The technology transfer campaign, "Wood Can Last 
For Centuries," was designed to provide the homeowner 
with different sources of information to promote action 
toward wood preservation (8). The pre-campaign work en­
compassed more than a year (Appendix A). One Extension 
Forestry Specialist was assigned as the central program co­
ordinator and one Extension Agent from each parish was 
selected to coordinate campaign activities for that parish. 
Magazine articles, brochures, pamphlets, radio, and tele­
vision materials were largely prepared by the Forest Ser­
vice. Most newspaper articles were prepared by the Co­
operative Extension Service. The Cooperative Extension 
Service had the major responsibility for getting the message 
to the people of the state through various extension methods. 
During the 1977 pre-campaign year joint agency meetings were 
held to plan and organize campaign activities and needs.
By November, 1977, most materials were prepared, 
and an Extension employee training meeting was conducted in 
three selected areas of the state. State Extension 
Specialists, District Extension Agents, and Parish Campaign 
Coordinators attended the one-day training sessions. The 
one-day training sessions covered the use of materials,
training on wood biodeterioration, and ordering procedures 
for prepared campaign materials (Appendix B ) , Session in­
structors were from the Forest Service and Cooperative 
Extension Service. Following the training sessions, as­
signed parish coordinators and specialists assisted in 
training other participating Extension employees, preparing 
educational programs and providing support to agents.
The primary campaign year was initiated January 1, 
1978, and continued through September, 1978. However, be­
cause of the availability of prepared materials and client 
interest, the program was continued beyond this period in 
some parishes of Louisiana. The campaign evaluation pro­
cess was initiated in August, 1977, and data collection 
continued until November, 1978 (Appendix A).
The campaign consisted of the following activities:
1. Dissemination of requested publications to 
the public.
2. Magazine and newspaper feature stories and 
short news releases were distributed to par­
ticipating agencies.
3. Prepared radio and television 30-second spot 
announcements and interview programs.
4. Parish extension television and radio infor­
mation was disseminated through normal parish 
channels, such as farm and home news programs.
5. Educational displays were used at Extension 
offices, public places, home shows, and
businesses. These displays included posters 
and brochures,
6. Billboards were erected in numerous places 
along Louisiana highways as a public service 
by advertising companies.
7. Bus signs were displayed on city buses in 
Baton Rouge and New Orleans.
8. Cooperating agencies distributed leaflets 
through mailings, such as savings and loan and 
utility company mailings.
9. Parish extension education programs were con­
ducted through meetings, such as 4-H and home 
economics clubs.
Parish agents were responsible for 300 mass media 
presentations. Most of these were radio programs, news­
paper articles, and parish exhibits. (Table 1).
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF MASS MEDIA PRESENTATIONS BY PARISH 
EXTENSION AGENTS FOR TYPES OF MEDIA, 
LOUISIANA, JANUARY - SEPTEMBER, 1978








Another major educational effort by parish Extension 
agents was the distribution of brochures and pamphlets. 
Parish Extension offices were responsible for distributing 
382,993 such publications during the campaign period. The 
primary methods of publication distribution were: handouts
at meetings and home shows, mailings to clients, and 
leaflets placed in public buildings.
Objectives of the Study
The three study objectives were:
I. To determine major wood problems of Louisiana 
homeowners. Specific objectives were:
A. To determine "present” wood problems of 
Louisiana homeowners as related to housing 
characteristics, owner educational levels, 
and home location.
B. To determine "past" wood problems of 
Louisiana homeowners as related to housing 
characteristics, owner educational levels, 
and home location.
II. To determine the preference of Louisiana home­
owners for home exteriors and their wood pro­
tection activities. Specific objectives were:
A. To determine preferences for exterior
materials and the relationship of preference 
with home locations, owner educational 
levels, and present home values (as an 
Indicator of affluence).
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B. To determine reasons for home exterior 
preferences.
C. To determine wood protection patterns of 
Louisiana homeowners.
III. To determine Louisiana homeowners' response to 
campaign media. Specific objectives were:
A. To determine homeowners' pattern of cam­
paign media recall as a guide for future 
media use.
B. To determine homeowners' retention of the 
wood campaign messages.
C. To obtain homeowners* ratings of campaign 
media as a guide for future media use.
The Parameters
1. The size of the sample of Louisiana homeowners 
was limited by time, distances, and personnel.
2. Only homeowners were included in the study 
since housing related data were desired.
3. Very new, slum, or very wealthy sections of 
housing were purposely not included in the 
sample.
4. Educational levels, house values, house age, 
and house locations were included as sources 
of correlation.
Interviews were conducted immediately following 
the media campaign between September and 
November, 1978.
The media campaign evaluated was complex and 
intensive. The television and radio spots 
utilized by stations as well as the total 
audience reached by these media were not known. 
The media evaluation was largely based upon 
recall patterns and ratings of homeowners con­
cerning various information sources about the 
campaign they either saw or heard.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Extension education programs attempt to bring about 
change In people through planned activities of many types. 
Clients* motives, needs, and attitudes assist agents in 
developing programs by providing goals, guides, and pri­
orities (31). In bringing about change, agents should 
consider these basic factors t.hat will change people from 
an established pattern.
One of the basic stimulants of human change is 
motives. Sawrey and Telford (31) defined motives "as a 
relatively persistent internal condition that induces or 
predisposes the individual to persistent, goal-oriented 
behavior directed toward changing or perpetuating a situ­
ation." Motives are important to learning and change 
because an increase in knowledge is usually obtained before 
change can occur. When desired knowledge Is met with 
satisfaction or benefits, people will change accordingly 
(20).
Needs of clients provide the primary criteria for 
Extension programs. Leagans (20) , summarized that:
The process of merging useful technology from 
physical and biological sciences with that from 
the behavioral sciences and applying this to the 
problems of planned change is, therefore, the
11
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essence of extension and the context in which people's
needs play the major role.
Needs were defined by Leagans (20) as "an imbalance, lack 
of adjustment, or gap between the present situation or 
"status quo" and a new or changed set of conditions which 
are assumed by a person to be more desirable." Needs could 
also be viewed as the difference between what is and what 
can be. Numerous categories of needs have been identified. 
Leagans (20) defined three categories of needs; physical, 
social, and integrative (a philosophy of life). Maslow 
(24) provided a hierarchy of needs which begins with: (1)
physiological needs (e.g., food) and moves through 
(2) safety, (3) love and belonging, (4) self-esteem, and 
(5) self-actualization. This hierarchy provides agents with 
a predictor of client needs and actions. As a person’s 
basic needs are met or modified, others come into existence. 
Several of these needs may be present at any one time, 
although the more basic needs will be dominant (24). Needs 
have been further divided into felt and unfelt categories 
(20). Felt needs are those people are aware of and unfelt 
needs are those they are unaware of. Clients themselves 
must recognize the gap between the actual, possible, and 
desirable,and place a value on attaining the desirable be­
fore they become motivated to change (20).
Change agents can assign priorities and help satisfy 
client needs by studying their needs and values. Forest 
(14) suggested the following questions concerning studies of
13
peoples' needs and values:
1. What do people know about certain subjects,
2. What are their feelings about certain ideas,
3. What are they doing about it,
4. Who is doing what,
5. Who has influence or power to do something,
6. What resources are available, and
7. What expectations do people have?
People change when higher values are placed on 
attaining the possible or desirable. Leagans (20) stated 
that "human behavior and the status of things can only be 
judged by some standard, and that standards can only be 
derived from a concept people have of what is valuable to 
attain." Values are important because they give meaning, 
perspective, and importance to the needs, ideas, and actions 
people experience (14). They are the standards one uses 
to judge the important aspects of lives.
Forest (14) categorized all human thoughts into 
beliefs, attitudes, and values. Culbertson (12) suggested 
that attitudes are important considerations in changing 
people because they indicate behavioral tendencies. Atti­
tudes are important considerations for extension programs 
because change will not occur until there are positive 
attitudes to support change (12). Whaples and Ryden (39) 
defined attitudes as patterns of behavior that have been 
learned. Attitudes consist of an object, a set of beliefs, 
and a tendency to react. They are defined in the holder
lb
and include beliefs that an object is bad or good. Atti­
tude dimensions include intensity, knowledge, and resistance 
to change. Attitude dimensions are important extension con­
siderations because the increase of attitude strength, 
knowledge level, and intensity may be a developmental goal. 
Attitude strength, or sales resistance, and intensity could 
indicate potential behavior in a person (12).
Whaples and Ryden (39) related that a person could 
acquire or change attitudes by direct contact with an atti­
tude object, education, or by interaction with others 
holding an attitude. Some important methods of affecting 
attitudes are one-to-one contact, debating, audio-visuals, 
and education.
Change agents could more systematically plan for 
helping people change by utilizing clients' motives, needs 
and attitudes in determining the kinds of change that are 
needed. Four basic kinds of change related to extension 
education are educational, developmental, practice, and 
environmental (35). Educational changes must be the basic 
consideration because people cannot make developmental 
or practice changes until their knowledge, attitudes, and 
skills are developed. Following the development of edu­
cation, practice and environmental changes could occur. 
Figure 1 provides a basic model for planning extension 
education programs.
EDUCATIONAL CHANGES ^  ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
Specific Learning Changes — ► Changes in Practice
KNOWLEDGE 















Degree of perfection of 
— Social skill 








Figure I. Kinds of Changes that are the Responsibility of Extension Agents 
(From Steele, 35).
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Adoption and Diffusion Processes
The diffusion and adoption processes are basic 
concepts for bringing about planned changes in people. 
Diffusion is defined as the spread of an innovation or 
idea from its source to the ultimate user. Adoption is the 
decision one makes to place an innovation or idea into use. 
Through the diffusion process, individuals learn of inno­
vations or ideas and ultimately decide to adopt or reject 
t' e innovation (29) .
Bohlen (7) gave two major dimensions for the com­
munication aspects in diffusion; the use individuals make 
of different sources of information at the various stages 
in the adoption process, and the nature of the practice 
itself. The more complex the innovation, the greater the 
likelihood that agricultural agencies will be used as a 
source of information. One-way impersonal communication 
has a major role at the awareness and information stages: 
and personal, two-way communicatiori is more important at 
the evaluation, trial, and adoption stages of the adoption 
process (7).
Rogers (29) found that characteristics of innova­
tions or ideas could affect the rate of diffusion and 
adoption. The characteristics of adoption and diffusion of 
innovations are the relative advantage, compatibility, com­
plexity, divisibility, and communicability. The relative 
advantage, complexity, and compatibility are the most 
Important of these factors (30).
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Lionberger (22) stated that diffusion of an idea 
always preceded diffusion of a practice. He suggested that 
the diffusion of a practice may depend on all phases of a 
social system. Communication is important to the diffusion 
process but is not enough to facilitate adoption since 
it cannot remove certain social and economic, barriers to 
adoption. Communications by mass media has been found to 
be more effective at the awareness stage while friends and 
neighbors are more effective at the later adoption stages, 
such as during the trial stage. Local product dealers are 
variable and unpredictable sources of diffusion (23).
Adoption-diffusion research has been a major area 
of research by rural sociologists because of the need for 
better communications and to influence ideas, practices 
and products of client systems (7). Bohlen (7) expressed 
that a person's receptiveness to innovations and cultural 
change is affected by their motivation, perception of 
role, role conflicts, mobility aspirations, and status.
Other factors influencing adoption are value orientations, 
stratification systems, and the degree of cultural 
isolation (7).
Adoption of an innovation is a complex pattern of 
mental activities combined with actions before an indivi­
dual fully accepts a new idea (7). After adoption of an 
innovation or idea a person continues to look for better 
alternatives. The adoption process ranges in complexity
from very simple and concrete to very complicated and 
abstract (29).
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Rogers (29, 30) indicated that most people do not 
adopt a new idea immediately after learning of its existence 
but go through various stages of the adoption process before 
changing. The five stages of the adoption process are: 
awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption. 
Adoption follows a normal curve with three stages: the
first has a gradual increase as an innovation is tried, the 
second stage increases rapidly as the innovation becomes 
widespread, and the third stage decreases to some low 
point. Adopters have been categorized by the rapidity they 
tend to adopt innovations or ideas. Five categories of 
adopters that have been Isolated are: innovators, early
adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards (29). 
For example, innovators and early adopters tend to have 
larger farms, broader social contacts, use more direct 
sources of information, take more risks, and are more 
receptive of new ideas (29). One the other hand, later 
adopters and laggards tend to have smaller farms, lower 
incomes, are more reluctant to accept new ideas, and 
rely more on personal sources of information (29).
Lionberger (22) suggested that adoption could be 
facilitated by using mass media, increasing communications, 
selecting acceptable communicators, planning and conducting 
programs for innovators and influentials, insuring success* 
ful trials, using available resources to help people who 
are receptive, and enlisting the aid of dealers.
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Bealer and Fiegel (5) summed up the importance of 
adoption with the following statement:
Both farm practice adoption and mobility research 
have received a large amount of research resources 
and both involve important social problems in that they 
are related to the salient American values of self- 
fulfillment and maximum utilization of talent. For 
the farmer, adoption of farm practices is usually 
regarded as vital in maximizing returns from farming. 
Slowness in adoption or failure to take on new prac­
tices is the social problem.
Basic Ideas Concerning Communications
Communications methods include spoken words, 
signals, gestures, pictures, visual displays, prints, 
broadcasts, films, and all the signs or symbols humans use 
to convey meaning and value to others (32) . Communications 
in its simplest form is very complicated and its signs not 
only have different meanings to everyone, but also have 
two different kinds of meaning, denotative and connotative. 
Denotative meanings are the common or dictionary meanings 
and connotative meanings are the emotional or evaluative 
meanings of a message. A message has both surface and 
latent meanings (32).
Personalities of people have been found to be a 
factor in communication. Janis (17) reported that:
Some people, at sometimes, are more easily per­
suaded than others to do some things or to hold some 
belief.... Some people are, by personality, more per- 
suasible than others.... Reactions to persuasion are 
determined not only by who says it and by what is said, 
but also by the social and personality characteristics 
of the person by whom it is said. The effects of mass 
media tends to be very limited, oftentimes only rein­
forcing pre-existing beliefs and attitudes....Attempts
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at producing major changes in social prejudices and 
political stereotypes generally meet with an extra­
ordinarily high degree of psychological resistance, 
the sources of which we are just beginning to 
understand.
Schramm (32) gave the following summary of 
communications:
The communication process is the same whether the 
signs are broadcast on a television wave or whispered 
by a young man into his sweetheart's ear. The mass 
medium is merely a communicator in which the ratio of 
output is very large.... But, except for being more 
complicated, what happens in the case of the mass 
medium is precisely parallel to what happens in a 
communicating individual. They both select and de­
code messages, encode and transmit messages, and 
elicit responses.... In its simplest form, the commu­
nication process consists of a sender, a message, and 
a receiver. The sender and the receiver may even be 
the same person, as happens when an individual thinks 
•or talks to himself. But the message is at some stage 
in the process separate from either the sender or re­
ceiver. There comes a time when whatever we communi­
cate is merely a sign that stands for some meaning to 
the sender and that stands to the receiver for whatever 
meaning he reads into it.,..This is one of the basic 
principles of general communication theory: that
signs can have only such meaning as an individual's 
experience permits him to read into them.
Approaches to Extension Programs
Quarrick and Quarrick (27) provided some extension 
related ideas for problem solving. They suggested that new 
ways and approaches to helping people solve problems should 
be found. The authors' suggested using problem solving 
questions for program guidance stich as: what-else, where-
else, who-else, when-else, and why-else. Concepts and 
principles are tools for thinking which provide the learner 
with the ability to cope with newness (27). Waddell (38) 
suggested that Extension should be using the concept approach
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to program planning. More emphasis should be placed on 
concepts and less on skills because without explanation 
(or the why), clients will tend to forget or not change.
A group of skills, however, may constitute a concept if 
they are a phase of the learning process. It was indicated 
that in the past clients have been given information or 
facts with little explanation or concepts about using 
them.
The previous ideas concerning a concept orientation 
to learning were similar to those expressed by Spitze 
(34). She stated that the primary objective of nutrition 
programs was to improve the diet of individuals in im­
poverished families. Therefore, knowledge of the diet 
before and after the intended learning occurs must be known. 
In determining what to teach, principles become very im­
portant. Principles, generalizations, or relationships 
can help clients to recognize their problems and desire 
more knowledge (34).
The deductive approach to teaching is often used, 
but may not be as effective as the inductive approach, 
Anderson (4) related that the inductive approach was well 
suited to adults because it begins initially with the 
interests and challenges of people and proceeds toward an 
understanding of general principles that may provide a 
basis for solving other problems in similar circumstances. 
With this approach the learner will discover relationships.
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principles, and facts for themselves which tends to moti­
vate through curiosity and encouragement to explore addi­
tional ideas.
Craven (11) said that because families tend to 
share decisions and values concerning their resources, 
Extension personnel should consider orienting their pro­
gram approach to the family. Family oriented educational 
programs are effective because family values have a par­
ticular influence on decisions. By providing the family 
with guidance in more clearly identifying farm and family 
goals, a framework could be established through which 
technological changes could be more readily and effectively 
introduced.
Mass Media Research Findings
Hill and Bojean (15) conducted a study of news 
diffusion in Dallas, Texas following President John F. 
Kennedy's assassination. It was found that television 
played the major role in delivering the assassination 
report. Other important sources of the reports were 
radio, personal contacts, and newspapers. The time of 
day or nature of the story did not alter the sources of 
first media exposure, although educational levels, occupa­
tion, and sex were found to affect the media type. Most 
people learned of the assassination through television, 
radio, and newspapers. Factors affecting the speed of news
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diffusion were "news-value," homogeneity of the public, 
and the proximity of a person to a news source. "News 
value" was found to affect the first type of medium received 
and the speed of communication spread (diffusion). As the 
importance of interpersonal communications increased, the 
importance of television as the source of initial awareness 
corresponded with a decrease in newspaper•importance. The 
authors (15) related that the two-step flow of communica­
tions, given by Katz and Lazarsfeld (18) , corresponded with 
the news diffusion of the assassination.
Carter (10) studied the interests of housewives in 
continuing education programs. A majority of the respondents 
were interested in viewing television programs offering 
home and living information. A need was found for offering 
educational programs after 5:00 p.m. since some people were 
unable to watch programs before this time. Friday was the 
preferred day of the week for housewives to view educational 
programs. Housewives' favorite program types were daytime 
serials and news programs. Entertainment was the primary 
reason for viewing television, followed by education.
More than one-third of the respondents selected which 
television programs to watch from announcements. People 
with higher educational levels were more likely to use 
announcements for selecting programs to view.
Klein (19) in a study concerning the degree of 
media promotion of wood products in Louisiana, found that 
television was the leading medium through which housewives
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saw wood industry advertisements. Architects and con­
tractors recalled more wood advertisements from magazines.
Rammrath (28) studied characteristics of audiences 
who obtained Forest Service leaflets. Many questionnaire 
respondents were actively engaged in organizational acti­
vities and were professional type people, most of whom 
had attended college. Information about the availability 
of a leaflet flowed through both the mass media and personal 
channels. In personal channels recommendations for a book­
let flowed from older to younger age groups, and through 
contacts in various clubs or groups. Most respondents ob­
tained environmental information from magazines, news­
papers, radio, television, and personal communications.
The American Institute for Political Communications 
(1, 2, 3) conducted three studies concerning mass media 
effects on the public during elections. They determined 
that television and newspapers had considerable influence 
on the public during elections. Radio and magazines were 
found to have smaller influences on the public during 
elections.
Darden and Bertrand (13) made a study of adult 
radio and television listening habits in rural Louisiana 
in 1970. A pattern of listening times was established and 
respondents rated their choice of media by type of infor­
mation classes (e.g., agriculture, home economics). Inter­
viewees rated television and magazines as the best home- 
making information sources; magazines were rated as the
most important source of agricultural information; and 
television was rated as the most important local, national, 
and international news source. Newspapers and radio were 
generally rated lower than television and magazines, but 
were found to be important sources for agricultural and 
local news.
Times of television viewing were found to vary 
between weekdays and weekends. During weekdays, peaks 
were found at noon (11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.) and evening 
(5:00 - 10:00 p.m.). Weekend viewing peaked from about 
6:00 to 10:00 p.m. with only a slight increase at noon. 
Slight morning peaks were found between 6:30 and 8:00 a.m. 
during weekdays and weekends.
Home Wood Problems
Biesterfeldt, et al. (6) presented a discussion of 
common wood problems, causes, and corrections. Years of 
research at Gulfport, Mississippi, have demonstrated that 
good construction methods are essential for excluding de­
cay, termites, or other structurally related problems. The 
annual expenditure for termite damage and control in the 
United States was estimated to be more than $500 million, 
with approximately an equal sum being spent for wood decay. 
The three major categories of wood problems are wood decay, 
wood destroying Insects, and wood nesting insects. Subter­
ranean termites and wood decay will not occur with a wood 
moisture content below 20 percent, and temperature below
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AO°F (6). Since a wood moisture content of about 15 per­
cent can be expected in properly constructed and main­
tained homes, proper home construction is a very important 
factor in the prevention of termites and decay. Chemical 
treatment for wood exposed to prolonged dampness or soil 
contact was recommended (6).
Subterranean and drywood termites are the two 
major types of termites to be concerned with (6). Sub­
terranean termites cause damage in much of the United 
States, with most damage occurring in the more humid, 
warmer areas. Infestations of subterranean termites 
could be prevented through proper building design, con­
struction, and maintenance. Subterranean termites require 
high humidity which is maintained from wood moisture or 
from soil contacts. The danger and speed of attacks in­
crease with increases in temperature and moisture. 
Biesterfeldt, et al. (6) stressed the wood protection 
procedures of termite identification, prevention, and 
control. Wood problem inspections should be made at 
least once per year. Drywood termites occur in Southern 
states from the deep South to the Pacific Coast of Cali­
fornia, even though humidity may be low in some areas. 
Drywood termites do not require ground connections and 
are often difficult to eradicate. This situation would 
usually require a pest control operator's services for 
treatment.
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Wood-destroying or boring beetles are another pest 
of homeowners (6). Powder post, anobiid, and ambrosia 
beetles are three prevalent wood-destroying pests. Damage 
by wood-destroying beetles may occur throughout the United 
States, but are more severe in warm, humid climates.
Damage is done by the beetle larvae or grubs, which tunnel 
through wood before emerging as adults. Unfinished wood 
is needed for these beetles to lay their eggs. Before 
treatment for beetles, homeowners should make sure that 
wood pests are still active in order to prevent wasteful 
treatment. Chemical treatment is necessary for the eradi­
cation of wood boring beetles.
Wood-nesting insects, such as carpenter ants and 
bees, are the third category of insect which cause home­
owners' problems (6). Wood is not eaten by these in­
sects but is utilized for nesting. It was indicated by 
Bisterfeldt, et al^ (6) that detection and chemical con­
trol for this type of insect is not unusually difficult 
and possibly could be accomplished by the homeowners.
Cassens (9) conducted a study of wood biodeteri­
oration in East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana. His 
findings were important in creating the emphasis for 
conducting the pilot wood protection campaign in 
Louisiana. Older homes and less expensive homes had
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more problems with wood, although newer, more expensive 
homes also had problems. Indications were that crawl 
space homes had more frequent wood damage than slab-type 
homes. Moisture and decay were more frequent problems 
than termites, but fewer homes were checked for signs of 
moisture or decay than for termites. In considering all 
biological causes of wood damage, 34 percent of the 
sampled homeowners reported wood damage. Floors, sills, 
joists, windows, doors, roof trim, porches, steps, or 
decks made up the majority of wood problem areas. Rain­
water splash, roof leaks, plumbing leaks, air condition­
ing leaks, and soil contact with wood constituted the 
primary sources of wood problems.
Consumer Attitudes Toward Wood Housing
Klein (19) found the size of the house and the 
materials used were the two most important considerations 
of Louisiana housewives when building a new home. When 
buying an established home, the floor plan was the most 
Important consideration. Housewives generally had a 
favorable attitude toward wood, although slight dif­
ferences were found between some small urban cities. 
Housewives preferred brick for exterior walls in most 
areas studied, although a larger proportion of house­
wives in Ville Platte, Louisiana preferred wood over 
brick for exterior walls. The primary reasons housewives 
selected brick was its ease of maintenance, and because
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it was socially acceptable. As income and education 
increased, wood exteriors were less preferred with a 
corresponding increase in the use of brick. Housewives 
selected the beauty and cleaning adaptability of wood as 
their primary reasons for preferring wood.
A sample of Louisiana architects and contractors 
differed slightly from housewives concerning attitudes 
about wood (29). Architects and contractors reported 
that their primary dislikes for wood were the physical 
properties and up-keep. Some of the differences of 
opinion found between architects or contractors, and 
housewives could have been caused by the former considering 




Scope of the Study
This descriptive study involved a survey of 198 
homeowners from six Louisiana locations in an effort to 
determine the effects of a 1978 "Wood Can Last For 
Centuries" multi-media wood protection campaign and to 
ascertain information concerning wood use and consumer 
attitudes toward wood. Information of this type will 
enable Extension to better focus future wood protection 
programs on client needs and interests. Data were col­
lected through personal interviews with homeowners by 
using a prepared interview schedule (Appendix C).
Primary emphasis was placed upon obtaining the 
relative awareness of homeowners to the various campaign 
media, homeowners* adoption or response to the campaign, 
and effectiveness ratings for each campaign medium. The 
media used during the campaign were bus signs, bill­
boards, brochures, pamphlets, television, radio, maga­
zine articles, newspaper articles, posters in public 
places, and parish Extension meetings.
A determination of "past" and "present" wood 
problems was made to ascertain problems of homeowners
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and to better define client needs for focusing Extension 
»
programs. According to Biesterfeldt, et ajl. (6) and 
Cassens (9); wood decay, insects, mildew, paint: peeling, 
and water standing around or under homes were frequent 
yood problems for homeowners, therefore, these problem 
categories were used in the interviews. Paint peeling 
and mildew increase the likelihood of decay, although 
they are not considered to be serious problems (6). Water 
standing around or under homes following rains in itself 
is not a wood problem but can lead to decay and termites, 
consequently, it was included with wood problems as an 
indicator of poor home maintenance and the cause of many 
wood problems (6).
Regular inspection of homes for wood problems 
is a prerequisite for preventing severe wood damage 
(9). Information was obtained from homeowners concerning 
the percent of homes that were inspected for decay and 
termite problems, and the frequency of these inspections. 
Because attitudes of homeowners toward home exterior 
types may reflect future housing trends and a need for 
educational programs according to these trends, home 
exterior preferences and the reasons for these preferences 
by homeowners were determined (12).
Sampling Procedures
Personal interviews were conducted with 198 
homeowners in Louisiana between September and November,
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1978, following the termination of the media campaign.
The interviews were distributed by proportional, strati­
fied sampling according to the states population distri­
bution (33). In 1975, approximately 63 percent of the 
3,790,500 Louisiana population resided in Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA); therefore, the 
sample was stratified by the SMSA and nonmetropolitan 
ratio. This population ratio resulted in 126 interviews 
from SMSAs and 72 from nonmetropolitan areas. The sample 
included three SMSA and three nonmetropolitan parishes. 
Four separate sample communities were used in each of the 
six areas of the state for a total of 24 sample locations.
The proportional breakdown provided a sample distribution
176of 42 respondents (“5“ ) for each of the three SMSAs and
7224 respondents (—j) for each of the three nonmetropoli­
tan parishes. The nonmetropolitan sample was equally 
divided between the parish seat and rural areas. Eleven 
homeowners were sampled in two of the SMSA communities 
and 10 in the remaining two in order to obtain a sample 
of 42 respondents in each SMSA (42/4). Six homeowners 
were sampled from each of the nonmetropolitan communi­
ties (24/4) for a sample size of 24 respondents in each 
nonmetropolitan parish.
The criteria for determining sample communities 
were: (1) to include a broad cross-section of homes
without those homes being entirely slum or very wealthy,
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(2) to Include communities with some homes more than 
five years old, (3) to include communities representa­
tive of their SMSA or parish, (A) to include homes of 
as many types as possible (age, values, materials),
(5) and to include communities having representatives of 
the different races. This selection procedure enabled 
the interviewing of a broad cross-section of homeowners 
without clustering, bias, or weighting of any one type.
The SMSA and city sample "community" normally consisted 
of about three city blocks, and the rural samples were 
usually made within about five square miles.
The three SMSAs selected for study were Alexandria, 
Baton Rouge, and New Orleans. The three selected non- 
metropolitan parishes were Jefferson Davis, Natchitoches, 
and Tangipahoa. The SMSAs were delineated according to 
their population into: (1) greater metropolitan (one
million or more inhabitants); (2) medium metropolitan 
(250,000 to 999,999); (3) and smaller metropolitan 
(50,000 to 250,000) (26). The three nonmetropolitan 
parishes were selected to represent a dispersed, overall 
representative sample of Louisiana's nonmetropolitan 
homeowners.
Demographic Characteristics
Alexandria was classified as a small SMSA (26).
The urban centers of Alexandria, Pineville, and Tioga
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composed the Alexandria SMSA which included portions of 
Grant and Rapides parishes. The 1975 Alexandria SMSA 
population was 135,800 Inhabitants. During the 1970 
to 1975 period the area grew by 4,051 people for a 3.1 
percent increase, one of the smallest for Louisiana 
SMSA (14). In 1970, Grant and Rapides parishes had 
42,355 housing units, of which 60 percent were owner 
occupied (37) .
Baton Rouge was classified as a medium SMSA 
(26). The parishes of Ascension, East Baton Rouge, 
Livingston, and West Baton Rouge comprise the Baton 
Rouge SMSA. The 1975 Baton Rouge SMSA population was 
411,400 people, an increase over the 1970 population of 
35,772 or 9.5 percent. The Baton Rouge SMSA was one of 
three Louisiana SMSA with a high rate of population in­
crease for both natural growth and net migration. In 
1970, the Baton Rouge SMSA had 81,460 occupied housing 
units with 66.4 percent being owner occupied (37).
New Orleans was classified as the only greater 
metropolitan area in Louisiana (more than one million 
inhabitants) (26). The parishes of Orleans, Jefferson, 
St. Bernard, and St. Tammany make up the New Orleans 
SMSA. In 1970, the New Orleans SMSA had a total of 
318,418 housing units with 163,667 (51.4 percent) being 
owner occupied (37) .
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The three nonmetropolitan sample parishes were 
Jefferson Davis, Natchitoches, and Tangipahoa. Jefferson 
Davis had a 1975 population of 29,800 which ranked thirty- 
fifth in Louisiana (26). A 1970 to 1975 net increase of 
246 people or 0.8 percent was exhibited in the parish 
(25). The parish seat was Jennings. In 1970, the 
parish had 9,298 housing units of which 64 percent were 
owner occupied (37).
Natchitoches Parish had a 1975 population of 
35,700, which ranked thirty-fourth in Louisiana. The 
1970 to 1975 parish population increased by 481 people 
for a 1.4 percent gain (25). Natchitoches was the parish 
seat. In 1970, the parish had 11,250 housing units with 
57 percent being owner occupied (37).
Tangipahoa Parish had a 1975 population of 70,600, 
which ranked thirteenth in Louisiana (26) . The parish 
population increased by 4,725 (7.2 percent) during the 
1970 to 1975 period (26). The parish seat was Amite.
In 1970, the parish had 20,724 housing units with 60 per­
cent being owner occupied (37).
The Interview Schedule
Although the total campaign evaluation utilized 
additional evaluation procedures, the major research 
effort utilized a personal interview schedule (Appendix 
C). In soliciting information from homeowners, it was
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felt that personal responses would allow opportunities 
for better communications, probing, and observations.
As suggested by Selltiz, et al. (33), instruments re­
quiring written responses from subjects may result in 
questionable data because of low educational attainment 
of a sizeable proportion of the population. Low response 
rates and misinterpretation of data may also be a problem 
in mail surveys (21). Criticism of telephone interviews 
has also been revealed by soma researchers because of
unlisted telephone numbers (21).
Interviewing Procedures
The 198 interviews were conducted between
/
September and November, 1978, immediately following the 
campaign. An Interval of every third house was used with 
randomly selected substitutions being made whenever 
necessary. The "head of the household" was interviewed 
whenever possible. Interviews varied in length from 
about 15 minutes to 45 minutes, with an average of about 
25 minutes. Interviewing was conducted between 10:00 a.m. 
and 8:30 p.m. during weekdays and Saturdays.
To facilitate cooperation and acceptance, a 
decs led Louisiana State University car was used whenever 
possible and an Introductory letter from the Director 
of the Louisiana State University Cooperative Extension 
Service was carried for verification. A cassette tape
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recording of the standardized "Wood Can Last for Centu­
ries" jingle was played on a portable tape playei* as 
the opening question of the interview. This jingle was 
used in all television and radio spots for background 
lyrics and music. Respondents were asked if they re­
called having heard the jingle during the campaign.
This initial, oral presentation reinforced confidence in 
the interviewer and assisted media recall. Another 
technique used for establishing rapport was to give a 
brief introduction of the interviewer as a member of 
the Louisiana State University Cooperative Extension 
Service since the Extension Service is a well known 
agency throughout the state. A few samples of common 
publications, the standard campaign poster, and other 
visuals were used to illustrate campaign materials and 
wood problems. In order to validate recall responses, 
some "check" questions were used, such as "on what 
station did you hear the program?"
Statistical Procedure
Data were analyzed by frequencies, percentages, 
chi-square test of significance, and analysis of 
variance. In the chi-square and analysis of variance 
tests, the .05 level of probability was selected for 
indicating the extent of significant differences among 
variables. Data were analyzed according to the following
independent variables: metropolitan, town, or rural
residence; educational levels; value of home; age of 
home; and home characteristics.
CHAPTER 4
PRESENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS
Characteristics of Respondents
The sample was composed of 126 homeowners from 
three SMSA and 72 from three nonmetropolitan parishes.
Of the 198 respondents, 161 (82 percent) were from 
urban areas, 14 (7 percent) were rural farmers, and 22 
(11 percent) were rural non-farm residents. One hundred 
and twenty-six (64 percent) of the respondents were from 
SMSA, 36 (18 percent) were from nonmetropolitan towns, 
and 36 (18 percent) were rural residents. Forty-three 
(22 percent) of the respondents had educations less 
than the high school level, 90 (45 percent) had high 
school educations, and 65 (33 percent) had educations 
above the high school level. One hundred forty-three 
(72 percent) of the respondents lived in homes valued 
at $50,000 or less, and 55 (28 percent) lived in homes 
valued at more than $50,000. Ninety-eight (50 percent) 
of the respondents' homes were predominantly brick,
68 (34 percent) were wood, and 32 (16 percent) lived 




One phase of this research project was to de­
termine the major wood problems of homeowners, the extent 
of their problems, and the relationships of wood problems 
to various characteristics of homeowners and homes for 
guiding future research efforts and wood protection pro­
grams. Wood problems of homeowners were divided into 
"present" and "past" wood problems for a better defini­
tion of problem situations. "Present" wood problems 
were those reported at the time of the interview, "Past" 
wood problems represented those which had been recognized 
and corrected although some problems, such as mildew, 
may have recurred. Recurring wood problems were tallied 
both as a "past" and "present" problem if they existed 
at the time of the interview.
The wood problem categories were mildew, paint 
peeling, decay, insects, and water standing around or 
under homes. Insects and water standing around or under 
homes were combined as "other" problems where necessary 
to Increase the number of observations in statistical 
cells to computable size. The insect problem category 
primarily consisted of termites. These wood problems 
were compared to location of homes, home exterior ma­
terials, home foundation types, age of home, home values, 
and respondents' educational levels.
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• "PRESENT" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS
"Present" Wood Problems According to 
Location o f R esidence
"Present" wood problems of homeowners were com­
pared for three residence locations; metropolitan (SMSA), 
town, and rural to determine if there were any differences 
in wood problems between these home location categories 
(Table 2). Table 2 indicated some differences in 
"present" wood problems between rural, town, and SMSA 
homes. Rural homeowners reported more wood problems 
than SMSA and town residents, except for insects and 
"other" problems, which may indicate less care for wood 
or improper maintenance. SMSA, town, and rural home­
owners reported similar orders of "present" wood problems 
except for "other" problems, primarily insects, which 
were not given as a problem by rural residents. Mildew 
and paint peeling were the most numerous "present" wood 
complaints of homeowners, followed by decay problems.
The other category of "present" wood problems, such as 
termites, was the smallest of all "present" problem 
types. This suggested that insect and termite problems 
are generally corrected when they are recognized while 
mildew, paint peeling, and decay are more accepted or 
recur more often.
TABLE 2
A COMPARISON OF "PRESENT" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND LOCATION OF RESIDENCE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes with Each Wood Problem 
__________ by Location of Residence*_______
Type of Problem Metropolitan Town Rural Total
(N=126) (N=36) (N=36) (N-198)
Mildew 42 42 53 44
Paint Peeling 37 31 44 37
Decay 17 19 28 20
Other1** 6 6 0 5
♦Percentage totals are greater than 100 because of several possible responses 
for each home and different numbers in each category.
♦♦Other problems included insects and water standing around or under homes.
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"Present" Wood Problems According to 
Home Exterior Materials
Because some home exterior types may be more 
susceptible to certain wood problems, "present" wood 
problems were compared for brick, wood, and other home 
exterior types (Table 3). Mildew and paint peeling were 
the most numerous wood problems for all types of ex­
terior materials. Decay problems were the third most 
numerous wood problems. Fewer owners of brick homes 
reported decay and paint peeling than owners of other 
exterior types. Fewer wood homes had mildew than did 
brick or other exterior homes. The number of homes with 
"present" insects and water standing around or under 
homes were too small to determine any relationship with 
home exterior types. The order of wood problem cate­
gories was the same for all types of home exteriors.
Some differences in wood problems would be ex­
pected when comparing the three types of home exteriors 
because of varying amounts of wood, differing ages, and 
construction quality. Additional research projects with 
more control over variables is indicated for further 
comparisons of wood problems. However, .these data indi­
cated that more educational emphasis should be placed on 
reducing problems on wood, asbestos, and aluminum siding 
homes.
TABLE 3
A COMPARISON OF ’’PRESENT" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND HOME EXTERIOR MATERIAL, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes With Each Wood Problem 
________ by Home Exterior Material*________
Type of Problem Brick Wood Other** Total
(N-98) (N-68) (N=32) (N-198)
Mildew 46 37 53 44
Paint Peeling 33 41 44 37
Decay 16 24 22 20
Insects 3 7 0 4
Water Standing Under or 
Near Home 2 4 • 0 3
♦Percentage totals are greater than 100 because of several possible responses for 
each home and different numbers in each category.
**"0ther" house types included concrete block, asbestos and aluminum siding.
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"Present1' Wood Problems According to 
Home Foundation 'Types'
Homeowners’ "present" wood problems were compared
with two home foundation types, concrete slab and off-the-
ground to determine if there were any differences in wood
problems between the two foundation types (Table 4). A
statistically significant difference at the .001 level
was found between home foundations and wood problems,
which indicated that off-the-ground foundation homes
had more reported "present" wood problems than concrete
2slab foundations, except for mildew problems (X =89.46,
3 d.f.). Mildew and paint peeling were the most numerous 
"present" wood problems for both foundation types, 
followed by decay and "other" types of problems, such 
as Insects.
"Present" Wood Problems According 
toHHome Age
Cassens (9) found that older homes had more wood 
problems than newer homes. To confirm this relationship, 
homeowners "present" wood problems were compared for 
four home-age categories: 0-10 years, 11-20 years, 21-
30 years, and over 30 years of age (Table 5). New homes 
(0-10 years old) had fewer present problems than older 
age groups, although some homes less than 10 years old 
had mildew, paint peeling, and decay. Again, the two 
most common wood problems for all home age groups were 
mildew and paint peeling, followed by decay. Homes in
TABLE 4
A COMPARISON OF "PRESENT" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND HOME FOUNDATION TYPE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Koines With Each Wood Problem 
_____________ by Foundation Type*__________
Type of Problem Concrete Slab Off the Ground Total
(N-103) (N=95) (N-198)
Mildew 48 40 44
Paint Peeling 33 42 37
Decay 17 22 20
Other^ 3 6 5
X2 * 89.46 
d.f. - 3 
P .001
♦Percentage totals are greater than 100 because some homeowners listed more than 
one wood problem.
♦♦Other problems included insects and water standing around or under homes.
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the more.than 30 year-old group had more decay problems 
than the newer age groups. The largest number of homes 
having mildew and paint peeling were between 11 and 30 
years of age. The percentage of homes with "present” 
wood problems remained fairly constant after homes 
reached 20 years of age.
"Present" Wood Problems According to 
Hotne~~7alues
Because wood problems associated with home values 
could possibly reflect client needs in particular situ­
ations, homeowners' "present" wood problems were com­
pared for two home value categories, $50,000 or less 
and more than $50,000 (Table 6). Owners of less ex­
pensive homes reported more paint peeling, although 
owners of more expensive homes reported more mildew.
This could have resulted from more concern for wood 
problems by owners of more expensive homes. Overall 
home wood problems followed the general trend with mil­
dew and paint peeling being the largest wood problems, 
followed by decay and "other" problems (Table 6). 
Apparently, Extension programs are needed by both cate­
gories of homeowners if wood problems are to be reduced.
There was a significant difference at the .001 
level between homes valued at $50,000 or less and homes 
valued at more than $50,000 with respect to "present" 
wood problems (X2 - 57.68, 6 d.f.).
TABLE 5
A COMPARISON OF "PRESENT" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE
OF PROBLEM AND HOME AGE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes With Each Wood Problem 
__________ by Home Age Category*___________
Type of Problem 0-10 11-20 21-30 30+ Total
Yt*c Yrs Yrs Yrs
(N-38) (N-64) (N=44) <N=52) (N=198)
Mildew 32 58 32 46 44
Paint Peeling 16 44 45 38 37
Decay 13 22 11 29 20
Other1** 0 5 2 10 5
♦Percentage totals are greater than 100 because of several possible responses for 
each home and different numbers in each category.
♦♦Other problems included insects and water standing around or under homes.
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TABLE 6
A COMPARISON OF "PRESENT" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE
OF PROBLEM AND HOME VALUE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes with Each Wood Problem 
_________ by Home Value Category*__________
Type of Problem $50,000 or Over
Less $50,000 Total
(N=143) (N=55) (N-198)
Mildew 42 49 44
Paint Peeling 41 29 37
Decay 20 18 20
Other** 4 5 5
X2 - 57.68 
d.f. * 3 
P .001
♦Percentage totals are greater than 100 because of several possible responses 
for each home and different numbers in each home value category,
♦♦Other problems included insects and water standing around or under homes.
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"Present*1 Wood Problems According 
to Educational Levels
In order to determine if educational levels had 
an effect on wood problems, homeowners' "present" wood 
problems were compared for three educational levels: 
less than high school, high school, and more than high 
school (Table 7). The order of "present" wood problems 
for homeowners' educational levels did not vary, although 
the percentage of certain problems varied between educa­
tional levels. People with less than a high school educa­
tion had more decay problems than homeowners with higher 
education, possibly due to lower quality housing and up­
keep. Mildew and paint peeling were problems for all 
types of homeowners. There were too few observations of 
"other" problems, which included termites, to make an 
assumption concerning the relationship of "other" problems 
to homeowners' educational levels. Data indicated that 
all educational levels have a need for wood protection 
information, especially those with less than a high school 
education who had more decay problems.
"PAST" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS
"Past" Wood Problems According 
to LocatTon o F  Residence
In an effort to determine if wood problems were 
related to location of residence, the percentage of homes 
with "past" wood problems were compared with SMSA, town,
TABLE 7
A COMPARISON OF "PRESENT" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, LOUISIANA, 1978













Mildew 47 40 48 44
Paint Peeling 42 33 40 37
Decay 28 20 14 20
Others 0 6 5 5
♦Percentage totals are greater than 100 because of several possible responses 
from each home and different numbers in each category.
♦♦Other problems included insects and water standing around or under homes.
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and rural home locations (Table 8). The percentages of 
homes with "past" wood problems varied between residence 
locations. SMSA homeowners reported more paint peeling 
than town or rural residents. Mildew occurred on homes 
in towns less frequently than in SMSA and rural areas.
All home locations had similar percentages of decay re­
ported by homeowners, although termite or "other" problems 
occurred less frequently in towns. These data show that 
wood problems were excessive in all residence locations 
and indicated a need for educational programs for all 
wood problem types.
Differences in homeowners' "past" wood problems
between metropolitan (SMSA), town, and rural areas were
2statistically significant at the .001 level (X ■=■ 53.70,
6 d.f.).
"Past" Wood Problems Relating to 
Exterior Materials
The percentage of homes with "past" wood problems 
were compared for brick, wood, and other home exterior 
materials to determine if there were any differences 
between home exterior types and "past" wood problems 
(Table 9). Brick exterior homes had fewer "past" wood 
problems than wood or "other" types of materials except 
for mildew. Paint peeling, decay, and the "other" 
category of "past" wood problems, which included termites, 
were substantially lower for brick homes than for wood
TABLE 8
A COMPARISON OF "PAST" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND LOCATION OF RESIDENCE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes With Each Wood Problem by 
Location of Residence*
Type of Problem Metropolitan Town Rural Total
(N=126) (N-36) (N=36) <N=198)
Mildew 40 33 39 38
Paint Peeling 44 33 28 39
Decay 29 33 31 30
Other** 28 22 33 28
X2 = 53.70 
d.f. - 6 
? .001
*Percentages do not equal 100 because of several possible responses for each home 
and different numbers in each category.
**0ther problems included insects and water standing around or under homes.
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or other types. Paint peeling was the most numerous 
complaint for wood homes. "Other" problems, largely 
termites, were more frequently reported for wood or 
other types of home exteriors than they were for brick 
homes. Overall, paint peeling and mildew were the most 
numerous wood problems of homeowners, followed by decay 
and other problems. These data indicated that additional 
education programs concerning wood protection are needed 
for owners of wood and "other" types of dvzellings.
Differences in homeowners "past" wood problems
between brick, wood, and "other" types of home exteriors
2were statistically significant at the .001 level (X « 
185.40, 6 d.f.).
"Past?1 Wood Problems According to 
Eome~Foundation Type
In order to determine if there was any relation­
ship between wood problems and home foundation types, 
"past" wood problems of homeowners were compared with 
concrete slab and off-the-ground foxindations (Table 10).
Off-the-ground home foundations received more wood prob­
lem complaints from homeowners than concrete slab foun­
dations in all categories, except for mildew problems.
TABLE 9
A COMPARISON OF "PAST" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND HOME EXTERIOR MATERIAL, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes with Each Wood Problem 
by Type of Home Exterior Material*
Type of Problem Brick Wood Other Total
(N-98) (N-68) (N-32) (N-198)
Mildew 38 35 47 38
Paint Peeling 30 51 41 39
Decay 19 37 47 30
Other^ 17 38 37 28
X2 - 185.40 
d.f. - 6 
P .001
♦Percentages do not equal 100 because homes had several possible responses and 
different numbers in each category.
♦♦Other problems included insects and water standing around homes.
TABLE 10
A COMPARISON OF "PAST” WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND FOUNDATION TYPE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes with Each Wood Problem 
by Foundation Type*
Type of Problem Concrete Slab Off the Ground Total
(N-103) (N-95) (N-198)
Mildew 41 36 38
Paint Peeling 33 45 39
Decay 25 35 30
Insects 17 34 25
Water standing around or 
under homes 2 3 3
X2 - 172.34 
d.f. - 4 
P .001
♦Percentage totals are greater than 100 because of several possible responses 
for each home and different numbers in each category.
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Insect and decay problems were more frequent in off-the- 
ground home foundations, which indicated that more 
Insect and decay repairs are needed for this type of 
home foundation than for concrete slab foundation homes. 
Apparently more educational programs are needed for 
owners and builders of off-the-ground foundation homes 
because of their excessive wood problems.
Homeowners "past" wood problems were signifi­
cantly fewer for concrete slab foundations than for the 
off-the-ground foundation type homes at the .001 level 
(X2 - 172.34, 4 d.f.).
Past Wood Problems Relating 
to Rome' Ages
The percentage of homes with "past1' wood problems 
were compared for four home age groups ; 0-10, 11-20, 21- 
BO, and more than 30 years old, to examine relationships 
between home age and wood problems (Table 11). Homes 
less than 10 years of age had fewer "past” wood problems 
in all categories, although all problem types were 
found in this group. Wood problems remained at a fairly 
constant level after homes reached 20 years of age.
Paint peeling and mildew continued to be homeowners 
most frequent "past" wood problems, but decay and in­
sect problems Increased with home age up to the 21-30 
year group where they remained fairly uniform. These 
data indicated that significant wood protection problems
TABLE 11
A COMPARISON OF "PAST" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND HOME AGE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes With Each Wood Problem 
__________ by Home Age Category*___________
Type of Problem 0-10 11-20 21-30 30 + Total
(N-3S) (N*64) (N=44) (N-52) (N-198)
Mildew 21 55 39 31 38
Paine Peeling 13 48 39 46 39
Decay 8 33 36 37 30
Insects 3 23 36 33 25
Water standing around or 
under homes 3 2 5 4 3
X2 - 146.21 
d.f. - 12 
P .001
♦Percentage totals do not equal 100 because 3ome homes had more than one type of 
wood problem.
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are often encountered in older homes which could be 
*
reduced through Extension programs designed for this 
group.
Differences in homeowners "past" wood problems 
with respect to home age categories were statistically 
significant at the .001 level (X2 - 146.21, 12 d.f.).
"Past" Wood Problems Relating 
to home Values
Homeowners "past" wood problems were compared 
for homes valued at $50,000 or less and homes valued 
at more than $50,000, to determine if wood problems 
differed with home values (Table 12). Homes valued at 
$50,000 or less were found to have more "past" wood 
problems in all categories, except for water standing 
around or under homes which did not contain enough ob­
servations for an adequate determination. Paint peeling 
and mildew again were the most frequent wood problems 
for both home value categories. These data indicated 
that more emphasis should be placed on Extension programs 
for owners of lower valued homes.
Homeowners’ "past" wood problems were statisti­
cally more frequent at the .01 level for homes valued 
at $50,000 or less than for homes valued at more than 
$50,000 (X2 - 17.22, 4 d.f.).
TABLE 12
A COMPARISON OF "PAST" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND HOME VALUE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes with Each Wood Problem 
_________ by Home Value Category*__________
Type of Problem $50,000 or Over
Less $50,000 Total
(N-143) (N=55) (N=198)
Mildew 41 33 38
Paint Peeling 43 27 39
Decay 34 20 30
Insects 27 20 25
Water standing around or under 
homes 4 3
X2 - 17.22 
d.f. - 4 
P .01
♦Percentage totals do not equal 100 because some homes had more than one type 
of wood problem.
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“Past** Wood Problems Relating 
to Educational Levels'
In order to determine the effects of educational 
levels of homeowners on wood problems, the percentage of 
homes with "past" wood problems were compared for three 
educational levels; less than high school, high school, 
and more than high school (Table 13). The findings of 
this study revealed varied levels of wood problem types 
among the educational levels. Overall, paint peeling 
and mildew problems were the most numerous “past" com­
plaints of homeowners, followed by decay and "other" 
problems, which included termites. Homeowners of the 
high school educational level reported more "past" 
paint peeling and mildew problems than the other two 
educational groups. There was no significant difference 
between the high school and more than high school educa­
tional levels in the frequency of wood decay and "other" 
types of problems. The less than high school educational 
group reported less paint peeling, mildew, and "other" 
problems than the high school educational level, pos­
sibly due to lack of problem recognition or concern for 
proper wood protection. Some of the people interviewed 
In the lower educational group lived in very poor housing 
and accepted some wood problems, such as mildew, as 
inevitable.
Differences In "past" wood problems between the
TABLE 13
A COMPARISON OF "PAST" WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS BY TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes with Each Wood Problem 
by Educational Level of Respondents^









Mildew 35 46 31 38
Paint Peeling 30 46 35 39
Decay 33 30 28 30
Other+* 19 30 31 25
- 70.39 
d.f. - 6 
P .001
♦Percentage totals are greater than 100 because of several possible responses 
for each home and different numbers in each category.
♦♦Other problems included insects and water standing around or under homes.
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three homeowner educational levels were statistically 
significant at the .001 level (X^ - 70.39, 6 d.f.).
A Comparison of "Past" and 
"Present*' Wood "Problems
A comparison of homeowners' "past" and "present" 
wood problems was made to determine if differences existed 
(Table 14). "Present" problems were problems homeowners 
had at the time of the interview, and "past" problems 
were those which had been corrected prior to the inter­
view. The order of the categories of homeowner wood 
problems were fairly similar for "past" and "present" 
problems, except for insects (primarily termites) which 
were reported much more frequently as a "past" problem. 
This indicated that people become concerned when in­
sects are found and often correct the problem. Wood 
decay was also reported by more people to be a "past" 
problem than a "present" problem, although a sizable 
number of respondents reported "present" decay on their 
homes. There were fewer homeowners with "present" 
insect problems than decay, which would indicate that 
homeowners were not as concerned about decay as they 
were insects. Paint peeling and mildew were the most 
common "past" and "present" wood problems of homeowners, 
which Indicated that they recur more often than insect 
or decay problems. Fourteen percent of all homes had had 
a combination of termites and decay, 25 percent had had
TABLE 14
PERCENTAGE OF HOMES AFFECTED BY "PAST" AND "PRESENT” 
WOOD PROBLEMS, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentage of Homes Affected by 
______Type of Problem*_________
Type of Problem Present Past Total Homes
Problems Problems Affected
..................... (N-198)........................
Mildew 44 38 63
Paint Peeling 37 39 58
Decay 20 30 43
Insects 2 25 25
Water standing around or 
under homes 2 3 4
♦Percentages do not equal 100 because some homes had several problems and some 
past problems recurred.
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termites, and 43 percent had either termites or decay 
problems in the past. These figures are slightly higher 
than those of Cassens (9), who found that 34 percent of 
the surveyed homes in East Baton Rouge Parish had termite 
or decay problems.
WOOD PROTECTION AND HOME EXTERIOR PREFERENCES
Homeowners * Wood Protection
A major preventative of severe home wood problems 
is regular inspection of all areas of a home to detect 
problems (9). In order to determine the patterns of 
homeowners' wood protection, the respondents were asked 
to provide information on the frequency of inspections for 
wood decay and termite infestations. Fifty-three percent 
of the 198 sample homeowners inspected their homes 
regularly for termites and 50 percent reported they in­
spected for decay. Sixty-two percent of the SMSA home­
owners regularly inspected their homes for termite in­
festations to only 38 percent of the nonmetropolitan 
homeowners. A larger percentage of the residents of 
Alexandria and New Orleans inspected their homes for 
termites than homeowners from other locations. Many 
homeowners erroneously thought pest control operators 
systematically inspected for decay at the time of termite 
inspections. Another false opinion of many homeowners 
was that monthly Inside pest spraying would prevent 
termites or represented termite inspections.
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Respondents were also asked to provide information 
concerning the extent of problem inspections on other 
buildings they may have had in addition to their dwelling. 
Twenty-four of the 198 respondents (12 percent) owned 
other buildings. Fourteen (54 percent) of the 24 re­
spondents reported they inspected their other buildings 
for termites, while 42 percent of the 24 homeowners in­
spected other buildings for decay.
Most respondents (75 percent) regularly inspected 
their homes for termite infestations once a year (Table 
15). Twenty-one percent reported they inspected their 
homes for termites more than once a year and four percent 
inspected their homes less than once a year. Except for 
one person, decay inspections were conducted as frequently 
as termite inspections,
TABLE 15
FREQUENCY OF HOME WOOD PROBLEM INSPECTIONS 
BY LOUISIANA HOMEOWNERS, 1978
Percentage of Homeowners who 




More than once per year 21 22
Once per year 75 74
Less than once per year 4 4
TOTAL 100 100
Frequency of Wood 
Problem Inspections
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Homeowners * Preferences for 
Exterior Materials
Future housing situations and trends will affect 
extension education work needs and planning, such as 
educational programs for proper home construction methods. 
Based on the assumption that attitudes affect behavior 
tendencies (12), a survey of homeowners was made to 
determine their home exterior preferences and reasons 
for preferences (Table 16). Seventy-eight percent of the 
respondents preferred brick home exteriors, 14 percent 
preferred wood, and eight percent preferred "other" 
types of home exteriors. Most respondents favored brick 
home exteriors because of less upkeep, appearance, life 
expectancy, and insulation values. The reasons most 
homeowners preferred wood homes was because of appearance, 
less upkeep, longer life expectancy, and the belief that 
wood homes were less expensive to build. The small 
number of respondents preferring "other" materials, such 
as asbestos and aluminum siding, did so because of less 
upkeep, longer life expectancy, less expensive to build, 
and insulation values.
Home Exterior Preferences by 
Location of Residence
A comparison of homeowners' residence locations 
with their preferences for home exterior materials was 
made to determine preferences for home exterior materials
TABLE 16
HOME EXTERIOR PREFERENCES BY LOUISIANA HOMEOWNERS ACCORDING
TO REASONS FOR PREFERENCES, 1978
Reasons for Selecting 
Exterior Materials
Percentage of Respondents Preferring 










Less upkeep 57 3 7 67
Appearance 15 ■ 11 0 26
Life expectancy 18 1 2 21
Insulation values 13 0 1 14
Safety factor 0 0 5
Less expensive to build 3 1 1 5
Popularity 1 0 0 1
♦Percentages do not equal 100 because some people listed more than one reason 
for preferences,
♦♦Other exterior materials were aluminum, concrete block, and asbestos siding.
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according to location of residence. Residents from 
metropolitan (SMSA), town, and rural areas overwhelmingly 
preferred brick home exteriors over wood and ’’other" 
types of homes (Table 17). Although fewer people pre­
ferred "other" types of exteriors compared to brick or 
wood; "other" exteriors, such as asbestos and aluminum 
siding, were more preferred in metropolitan areas 
(primarily New Orleans).
These data indicated that more homeowners pre­
ferred brick home exteriors over wood or "other" types, 
which could reflect future housing trends. Therefore, 
Extension programs designed for wood protection for 
brick homes are needed because of this large audience. 
Interest in aluminum and asbestos siding was greatest 
in Metropolitan areas which reflects a larger need for 
associated information in these localities.
Home Exterior Material Preferences 
According to Home Values
A comparison of home exterior preferences with 
home values, as an indicator of affluence, was conducted 
to determine Extension program needs based on home ex­
terior trends (Table 18). The greatest number of home­
owners preferred brick exteriors to wood and "other" 
types. More people living in homes valued at $50,000 
or less preferred wood dwellings than people living in 
higher priced homes, possibly because they believed wood
TABLE 17
HOKE EXTERIOR PREFERENCES BY LOUISIANA HOMEOWNERS ACCORDING TO
RESPONDENTS’ RESIDENCE LOCATION, 1978
Exterior Material Preference by Percentage
Residence Location Brick Wood Other* Total
.................... (N=198).....................
Metropolitan 76 14 10 100
Town 81 17 04. 100
Rural 83 11 6 100
TOTAL 78 14 8 100
X2 - 28.48 
d.f. - 4 
P .001
*Other exterior materials were aluminum, concrete block, and asbestos siding.
TABLE 18
HOME EXTERIOR PREFERENCES BY LOUISIANA HOMEOWNERS ACCORDING
TO RESPONDENTS’ HOME VALUE, 1978
Home Exterior Preferences by Percentage
Home Values Brick Wood Other* Total
$50,000 or less (N-143) 73 16 11 100
Over $50,000 (N-55) 89 9 2 100
TOTAL (N=198) 78 . 14 8 100
X2 - 116.50 
d.f. - 2 
P .001
*Other exterior materials were aluminum, asbestos siding, and concrete block.
was cheaper for construction. The "other" category of 
home exterior received the lowest preference rating of 
the three home exteriors, but was most popular in the 
$50,000 or less home value category. Because of differing 
wood protection requirements for the various home exterior 
types, information concerning a particular type of home 
could be developed and disseminated according to needs.
As indicated by preferences for home exterior materials, 
most future homes will be brick, therefore, more people 
will need information concerning construction of brick 
homes. Wood and "other" types of home exteriors were 
most preferred by less affluent homeowners, which indi­
cated this group will need more information concerning 
these materials.
There was a statistically significant difference 
at the .001 level between preferences for home exterior 
types according to respondents home value categories 
(X2 - 116.50, 2 d.f.).
Home Exterior Materials Preference 
Educational "Levels
Home exterior material preferences were compared 
with educational levels of homeowners (Table 19). By 
determining differences in home exterior preferences, 
which may indicate housing trends and client interest, 
educational programs could be focused on specific groups
TABLE 19
HOME EXTERIOR PREFERENCES BY LOUISIANA HOMEOWNERS ACCORDING
TO RESPONDENTS' EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, 1978
Educational Levels of Home Exterior Preferences by Percentage
Respondents Brick Wood Other* Total
Less than high school (N“43) 65 19 16 100
High school (N-90) 78 13 9 100
More than high school (N-65) 86 12 2 100
TOTAL (N-198) 78 14 8 100
X2 - 96.07 
d.f. - 4 
P .001
♦Other materials were aluminum, asbestos siding, concrete block.
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or needs. Preferences for brick, wood, and other home
exterior types were compared for homeowners with less
than high school, high school, and more than high school
educational levels. Brick home exteriors were preferred
over wood or "other" types by all educational levels,
although brick home exterior preferences declined with
educational levels. As homeowners' educational levels
declined, preferences for both wood and "other" types of
home exteriors Increased accordingly. Data indicated
that homeowners with less than a high school education
would have a greater interest* and need for information
concerning wood or the "other” types of home exteriors.
There was a statistically significant difference at the
.001 level between preferences for home exterior types
2with regard to educational levels (X - 96.07, 4 d .f .).
RESULTS OF THE 1978 WOOD PROTECTION CAMPAIGN
Recall of Campaign Media
Homeowners' recall of campaign media and the 
length of time since their first recall of media was de­
termined to provide information for improving future Ex­
tension programs (Table 20). Thirty-three (16.7 percent) 
of the 198 homeowners recalled the standard campaign 
television and radio tape jingle. Additionally, 41 people 
(21 percent) recalled one or more of the campaign infor­
mation sources (e.g., radio, T.V.).
TABLE 20
HOMEOWNERS' RECALL OF CAMPAIGN MEDIA AND SOURCES 
OF FIRST RECALL, LOUISIANA, 1978
Percentages





Bus Signs** ■ 12 12
Billboards 6 5
Magazine Articles 4 5
Brochures Through County Agents 2 3
Posters in Public Places 2 2
Newspaper Articles 2 0
Pamphlets Mailed by Utility Companies 0 0
*Sorae respondents recalled more than one media source.
**Bus signs were only used in Baton Rouge and New Orleans.
***Some respondents could not recall first source of awareness or recalled more than 
one media, therefore 41 observations were recorded for first recall sources.
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Television and radio were the two major campaign 
media recalled by homeowners. Other media were recalled 
by homeowners to a lesser extent, but the sample was too 
small to determine the significance of some campaign 
information sources in this study. Campaign information 
was recalled by more respondents through television than 
any other source (12 percent of the 198 respondents), 
followed by radio (six percent), and bus signs (three per­
cent) . Bus signs were only recalled by homeowners in the 
New Orleans SMSA. Billboards, magazine articles, news­
paper articles, brochures disseminated through county 
agents, and posters in public places were less recalled 
campaign media. Homeowners' recall of pamphlets dis­
tributed through utility companies and parish Extension 
campaign meetings were not detected by this survey.
Individual media may vary in their ability to 
obtain initial attention or awareness to campaign 
materials, therefore, an effort was made to determine 
the sources of first campaign recall and their relative 
values to similar campaigns. The largest sources of 
first campaign recall by homeowners were television and 
radio respectively (Table 20). The predominance of 
television and radio as media recall sources illustrated 
the mass exposure of people to these methods and the 
importance of these media to awareness campaigns. Al­
though bus signs were only used in Baton Rouge and New
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Orleans, the recall of this source by six homeowners 
in the New Orleans SMSA illustrated their usefulness to 
the campaign. Due to the low number of respondents re­
calling campaign media, comparisons of media recall to 
demographic characteristics was not possible.
Length of Time Respondents Could 
^ecalI"'Campaign Media
The length of time people remembered campaign 
media was of interest to determine if any recall time 
pattern existed (Table 21). Most respondents (17 or 
41 percent) recalling an information source had first 
learned of the campaign one to two months prior to the 
interview, although the campaign had continued for up 
to nine months. Eleven (27 percent) of the 41 home­
owners recalling a campaign medium could not recall when 
they first learned of the campaign. Six people (15 per­
cent) recalled campaign media for two to three months 
and six people (15 percent) indicated they had learned 
of the campaign more than three months prior to the 
interviews. Only one person said they had learned of 
the wood protection campaign less than one month before 
the interview. This would be expected since campaign 
activities had decreased before the homeowner interviews. 
Few respondents reached by media took any action as a 
result of the campaign. Consequently, no determination 
of adoption behavior could be made.
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TABLE 21
TIME INTERVALS SINCE HOMEOWNERS WERE FIRST AWARE OF
THE WOOD PROTECTION CAMPAIGN, LOUISIANA, 1978
Homeowners Recalling 
Campaign Media
Time Intervals Number Percent
------------(N=41)------------
1 - 3 0  days 1 2
31 - 60 days 17 41
61 - 90 days 6 15
Over 90 days . 6 15
Did not recall 11 __2_7
TOTAL 41 100
Ratings of Campaign M edia 
i n  omeowhers
Additional media evaluations were made by de­
termining homeowners' ratings for campaign media. Each 
interviewee gave their personal ratings for the effective­
ness of each campaign information source in bringing their 
attention to home wood protection (Table 22), The three 
media rating categories were very good, farily good, and 
little effect. Little effect was the lowest rating cate­
gory because all media were expected to contribute to 
awareness in some way. The Individual ratings were 
assigned numerical values for analytical purposes.
TABLE 22
A COMPARISON OF CAMPAIGN MEDIA RATINGS BY HOMEOWNERS AND WEIGHTED
TOTALS FOR EACH MEDIA, LOUISIANA, 1978
Ratings of Media Effectiveness* 
by Percentage and Weights
Media Types Very Fairly Little Weighted**
Good Good Effect Total Totals
..................... (N=>198)....................
Television 79 18 3 100 548
Radio 52 34 14 100 470
Pamphlets mailed by 
utility companies 20 48 32 100 466
Newspaper articles 35 50 15 100 435
Brochures through 
County Agents 19 51 30 100 375
Magazine articles 17 51 32 100 365
Billboards 15 50 35 100 357
Posters in public 
places 4 28 68 100 268
Bus signs 4 20 76 100 252
♦Ratings were based on a scale of three for each ’’very good" rating, two for each 
"fairly good" rating and one for each "little effect" rating.
♦♦Weights were assigned by multiplying each rating for a media by the appropriate 
scale.
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Television was rated as the best media awareness 
source, followed by radio. Newspaper articles were rated 
higher than magazine articles. Pamphlets mailed through 
utility companies and brochures disseminated through 
county agents were moderately rated. Billboards, posters 
in public places, and bus signs were the three lowest 
rated media. Contrary to media recall patterns, home­
owners rated bus signs the lowest of all media. This 
resulted from nonmetropolitan homeowners rating bus signs 
lower than SMSA residents (Table 23), as demonstrated by 
an analysis of bus sign ratings between SMSA and non- 
metropolitan areas.
Campaign Media Ratings According 
to Home Locations
In determining if homeowners from different 
localities had varying opinions of media effectiveness; 
a comparison was made of media ratings by homeowners from 
SMSA, town, and rural areas (Table 23). The analysis of 
variance procedure only revealed a statistically signifi­
cant difference in media ratings according to location 
of residence for bus signs. Bus signs were rated signifi­
cantly higher by SMSA homeowners than by nonmetropolitan 
residents. All other media ratings were not statistically 
significant at the .05 level for residence locations.
TABLE 23
A COMPARISON OF CAMPAIGN MEDIA RATINGS BY HOMEOWNERS ACCORDING TO
RESPONDENTS' HOME LOCATION, LOUISIANA, 1978












2.78 2.61 2.77 2.44 0.09 N.S.
Radio 2.46 2.17 2.28 2.37 2.76 0.07 N.S.
Newspaper articles 2.16 2.36 2.17. 2.20 1.28 0.28 N.S.
Brochures through 
county agents 2.00 1.61 1.81 1.89 4.95 0.08 N.S.
Pamphlets mailed
through utilities 1.94 1.72 1.81 1,88 1.59 0.21 N.S.
Magazine articles 1.84 1.94 1.75 1.34 0.73 0.48 N.S.
Billboards 1.82 1.72 1.83 1.80 0.32 0.73 N.S.
Posters in public 
places 1.37 1.25 1.39 1.35 0.79 0.45 N.S.
Bus signs 1.39 1.08 1.06 1.27 9.41 0.01
*Ratings were based cn a scale of three for each "very good" rating, two for each 
"fairly good" rating, and one for each "little effect" rating.
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Media Ratings According to Educational 
Levels of Homeowners
A comparison was made of media ratings for three 
educational levels of homeowners to determine the effects 
of education on ratings (Table 24). The educational 
levels were less than high school, high school, and 
more than high school. The analysis of variance pro­
cedure revealed statistically significant differences 
in ratings by educational levels for brochures dissemi­
nated through county agents and magazine articles. All 
other media ratings were not statistically significant 
at the .05 level. Homeowners with more than high school 
educational levels rated magazine articles and brochures 
disseminated through county agents higher than respondents 
with lower educational levels. Brochures disseminated 
through county agents were rated lowest by homeowners 
with a high school education. These findings may indicate 
that people with more than a high school education read 
more than respondents with lower educational levels.
Campaign Media Ratings According 
to Home"Values
A comparison of media ratings for two home value 
categories was made to determine if affluence, as indi­
cated by home values, affected media ratings by home­
owners. Home values used in this comparison were $50,000 
or less and more than $50,000 (Table 25). The analysis
TABLE 24
A COMPARISON OF CAMPAIGN MEDIA RATINGS BY HOMEOWNERS ACCORDING TO
RESPONDENTS' EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, LOUISIANA, 1978
Rating Means by Educational Level*
Less Than High More Than Overall 
Media Types High School School High School Mean
(N»43) (N“90) (N-65) (N=198) F-Value P
-Mean Rating—
Television 2.70 2.82 2.74 2.77 1.16 0.31 N.S.
Radio 2.33 2.39 2.38 2.37 0.12 0.89 N.S.
Newspaper articles 2.21 2.12 2.29 2.20 1.19 0.31 N.S.
Brochures through 
county agents 1.95 1.76 2.05 1.89 3.61 0.03
Pamphlets mailed 
through utilities 1.93 1.77 2.00 1.88 2.17 0.12 N.S.
Magazine articles 1.72 1.77 2.03 1.84 3.80 0.02
Billboards 1.84 1.74 1.86 1.80 0.63 0.54 N.S.
Pesters in public 
places 1.37 1.33 1.37 1.35 0.11 0.89 N.S.
Bus signs 1.35 1.28 1.22 1.27 0.86 0.43 N.S.
*Ratings were based on a 
"fairly good" rating and
scale of 
one for
three for each "very good" 
each "little effect" rating
rating. two for each
of variance procedure resulted in no statistically signifi­
cant difference in ratings at the .05 level, therefore, 
it was concluded that affluence had no effect on media 
ratings.
TABLE 25
A COMPARISON OF CAMPAIGN MEDIA RATINGS BY HOMEOWNERS ACCORDING TO
RESPONDENTS' HOME VALUE, LOUISIANA, 1978
Rating Means by Home Value*











2.75 2.77 0.16 0.69 N.S.
Radio 2.41 2.27 ‘ 2.37 1.50 0.22 N.S.
Newspaper articles 2.19 2.22 2.20 0.07 0.79 N.S.
Brochures through 
county agents 1.92 1.82 1.89 0.91 0.34 N.S.
Pamphlets mailed 
through utilities 1.93 1.75 1.33 2.66 0.10 N.S.
Magazine articles 1.82 1.91 1.84 0.70 0.40 N.S.
Billboards 1.82 1.76 1.80 0.25 0.61 N.S.
Posters in public 
places 1.36 1.33 1.35 0.17 0.68 N.S.
Bus signs 1.26 1.31 1.27 0.37 0.54 N.S.
^Ratings were based on a scale of three for each "very good" rating, two for each 




Findings in this study were presented in three 
major sections. The first section summarized findings 
concerning homeowners1 "past" and "present11 wood problems; 
the second section encompassed respondents1 housing prefe- 
rences and wood protection; and the third section involved 
homeowners1 responses to the various campaign media. Data 
comparisons for wood problems of homeowners were analyzed 
by chi-square tests of significance from data obtained 
through homeowners. The intent of this study was to de­
termine major areas of client need for guidance in con­
ducting Extension education programs.
SECTION I: WOOD PROBLEMS OF HOMEOWNERS
"Present11 Wood Problems
Mildew and paint peeling were the most common 
"present1' wood problems of homeowners followed by decay 
and insects (Table 2). Few homes were found with known 
"present" insect or termite problems, which indicated
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more homeowner concern for these problems due to the low 
number of complaints given in these categories. Rural 
homeowners reported more "present" wood problems than 
SMSA and town residents, except for termite problems 
which occurred on more SMSA and town homes.
Paint peeling, decay, insects, and other "present" 
wood problems were reported more frequently for wood and 
other types of homes than they were for brick homes, al­
though mildew was reported more frequently for brick 
homes (Table 3). These same relationships also occurred 
for concrete slab type home foundations which had fewer 
wood problems than off-the-ground foundations, except 
for mildew (Table 4). This could have resulted from most 
brick homes being constructed on concrete slab foundations. 
Also, more brick and concrete slab foundation homes were 
newer than other types of homes.
Homes less than 10 years old had fewer "present" 
wood problems than older home age groups (Table 5). The 
percentage of homes with "present" wood problems remained 
at a fairly constant level after homes reached 20 years of 
age, except for insect problems which were more frequent 
in homes more than 30 years old.
"Present" wood problems of homeowners varied with 
home value (Table 6). More expensive homes (over $50,000) 
had slightly more "present" mildew problems but less paint 
peeling than lower valued homes ($50,000 or less).
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This could have resulted from more concern for wood prob­
lems by owners of more expensive homes. Decay and in­
sect problems were not significantly different for the 
two home value categories.
Mildew, paint peeling, decay, and "other" prob­
lems respectively, were the major "present" home wood 
problems for all educational levels, although the per­
centage of certain wood problems varied between educational 
levels (Table 7). Homeowners with less than a high school 
education had more decay problems than those with higher 
educations, possibly because of lower quality housing and 
less upkeep. Mildew and paint peeling were large, uni­
versal problems for all types of homeowners.
"Past" Wood Problems
SMSA homeowners reported more paint peeling than 
town or rural residents (Table 8). Mildew occurred on 
fewer homes in towns than in SMSA and rural areas. All 
home locations had similar percentages of decay reported 
by homeowners, although termite and "other" problems 
occurred less frequently in towns.
Paint peeling, decay, and insect-problems were 
substantially lower for brick homes than for wood or other 
types of home exteriors (Table 9). Overall, paint peeling 
and mildew were the taost numerous wood problems of all 
homeowners, followed by decay and other problems. The
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same relationships previously discussed were found when 
comparing concrete slab with off-the-ground home founda­
tions (Table 10). Concrete slab home foundations had 
fewer problems than off-the-ground foundations, except for 
mildew. This could have resulted from most brick homes 
being constructed on concrete slab foundations. Also, most 
brick and concrete slab foundation homes were newer than 
other types of homes
Homes less than 10 years old had fewer "past" wood 
problems than older age groups, although all problem types 
were found in this group (Table 11). This finding cor­
responds with that of Cassens’ (9) who also found that 
older homes tended to have more problems than newer homes. 
Wood problems of homeowners remained at a fairly constant 
level after homes reached about 20 years of age.
More homes valued at $50,000 or less had mildew, 
paint peeling, and decay in the past than more expensive 
homes (Table 12). The two most numerous problems for both 
housing types were mildew and paint peeling. The percentage 
of homes with "past** decay and insect problems was signifi­
cant for both home value categories.
A comparison of "past" wood problems to educational 
level of homeowners produced varied results (Table 13). 
Homeowners of the high school educational level reported 
more "past" paint peeling and mildew problems than respond­
ents with less than high school and more than high school
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educational levels. There was no significant difference 
between wood decay and educational levels. People with 
less than a high school education reported less paint 
peeling, mildew, and insect problems than high school 
graduates, possibly due to lack of problem recognition 
or concern for proper wood protection.
"Past" and "present" wood problems of homeowners 
were compared to better define and relate these problems 
to Louisiana homes (Table 1A). Mildew and paint peeling 
were the two most numerous "past" and "present" wood 
problems, followed by decay and insects (sometimes listed 
as "other" problems). Wood decay and insect problems were 
reported by more homeowners to be "past" problems, which 
indicated they are often corrected when found. Because 
fewer homeowners reported "present" insect problems (in­
cluded with "other" problems) than "present" decay, seems 
to indicate that people are more concerned with insect prob­
lems than they are with decay and promptly correct the 
situation when insects are found. The large incidence of 
mildew and paint peeling as both "past" and "present" 
problems illustrates their continuing recurrence on homes.
SECTION II: WOOD PROTECTION AND
HOME EXTERIOR PREFERENCES
Data showed that 51 percent of the homeowners 
practiced regular inspections for termites and 50 percent
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regularly inspected for decay problems in their homes. 
However, 62 percent of the SMSA homeowners regularly in­
spected their homes for termites as compared to only 36 
percent of the nonmetropolitan homeowners. Cassens (9) 
reported that 81 percent of the homeowners in East Baton 
Rouge Parish, Louisiana inspected their homes for termite 
problems. Of the 24 respondents who said they owned other 
buildings in addition to their homes, 54 percent reported 
they practiced regular termite checks, and 42 percent 
checked for decay on other buildings.
Approximately 75 percent of the homeowners who 
practiced regular inspections, checked their homes for 
wood problems once a year (Table 15). During the inter­
views, some homeowners appeared to have little knowledge 
about conducting routine surveillance for wood problems 
or its importance in preventing serious wood problems.
Many homeowners had accepted the various wood problems 
as Inevitable and were cautious of wood products because 
of past problem experiences.
Respondents overwhelmingly preferred brick veneer 
homes, with wood being the second choice for housing ex­
teriors (Table 18-21) . Less upkeep, appearance, life ex­
pectancy, and insulation values were the four largest 
reasons for selecting a home exterior type. Klein (19) 
also found similar housing preferences. He reported 
that housewives primarily preferred brick homes because
of its ease of maintenance and social acceptance. Cor­
respondingly, the results of this study supports Klein's 
in that as affluence, as judged by incomes and home values 
increased the preference for brick home experiors in­
creased. Thus, owners of lower valued homes ($50,000 or 
less) preferred wood or "other" home exteriors more often, 
perhaps because of cost concerns and advertising.
SECTION III: RESULTS OF THE WOOD
PROTECTION CAMPAIGN
Media Recall
Fifty various campaign media were recalled by 41 
(21 percent) of the 198 sampled homeowners (Table 20).
This’ ratio of media recall projected statewide would 
suggest that 139,425 of the 663,927 Louisiana owner- 
occupied housing units were aware of the "1978 Wood Can 
Last For Centuries" protection campaign. Television and 
radio were the two major campaign media recalled. Bus 
signs were a good awareness source in the New Orleans 
SMSA where six people saw a sign. All campaign media were 
recalled by some part of the sampled homeowners, except 
for pamphlets mailed through utility companies and savings 
institutions, and parish Extension meetings.
Because individual media may vary in their ability 
to obtain initial attention or awareness to campaign 
materials, an effort was made to determine the first 
sources of campaign recall. Television and radio, re­
spectively, were the two major sources of first recall of
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campaign media by homeowners. Bus signs, billboards, 
magazine articles, brochures disseminated by county agents,
and posters in public places were lesser sources of first 
recall (Table 20). Bus signs were a useful first aware­
ness source in the New Orleans SMSA.. It appeared that 
television and radio were significantly important cam­
paign awareness media and should be widely used during 
public awareness programs. Because of few indications of 
any action (response) as a result of receiving media, no 
adoption patterns were determined during this study.
Some respondents who recalled campaign media were 
able to remember the source for up to four months (Table 
21). Most campaign media recall was in the one to two 
months time interval. These data indicated that media 
information should be repeated at least every three to 
four months in order to be effective.
Media Ratings
Additional media evaluations were made by obtaining 
the personal ratings of homeowners for each medium used 
during the campaign. This provided a means for determining 
homeowners' opinions concerning the effectiveness of each 
medium to awareness campaigns, such as the 1978 wood pro­
tection campaign (Table 22). Media ratings of homeowners 
were compared for overall ratings, home locations, educa­
tional levels, and home values (as an indicator of 
affluence).
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Television was rated by homeowners as the best 
media awareness source, followed by radio (Tabic 22). 
Newspaper articles were rated higher than magazine arti­
cles. Pamphlets mailed through utility companies and 
brochures distributed through county agents were moderate­
ly rated. Billboards, posters in public places, and bus 
signs were the three lowest rated media. In a comparison 
of media ratings for residence locations, only bus signs 
were statistically significant at the .05 level. Bus 
signs were rated higher by residents of SMSA than they 
were by homeowners from nonmetropolitan areas (table 
23).
Differences in homeowner’s media ratings, by 
educational levels, for the various campaign media were 
statistically significant only for brochures distributed 
through county agents and magazine articles (Table 24). 
Brochures were rated highest by homeowners with more than 
high school educations and lowest by high school gradu­
ates. Magazine articles were rated highest by homeowners 
with more than a high school education, and lowest by 
respondents with Jess than a high school education.
These data reflect a greater regard for publications 
by better educated homeowners.
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No statistically significant differences in media 
ratings were found for home value categories (Table 25). 
Therefore, it was concluded that affluence, as indicated 
by home values, had no effect on media ratings.
CONCLUSIONS
Mildew and paint peeling were the two most numerous 
wood problem complaints of Louisiana homeowners. Because 
of their frequency of occurrence, mildew and paint peeling 
could account for some of the dissatisfaction with wood.
A decline in "present" decay and termite problems of home­
owners compared with their higher levels in the past 
indicated concern for these problems, which often resulted 
in repairs by homeowners. The previous situations suggest 
that more information is needed by homeowners on how to 
decrease the large amounts of paint peeling and mildew. 
Because many homeowners are taking action for decay and 
termites when they are recognized, educational programs 
are needed to keep people aware of these problems and 
how to better recognize problems and causes. The 
average homeowner had a very low level of knowledge con­
cerning wood protection and causes. Homeowners should 
be kept aware that public information concerning wood 
protection is available and where to obtain information.
The four housing categories with fewest overall 
wood problems were homes less than ten years old, brick
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homes, homes with concrete slab foundations, and more ex­
pensive homes. This indicated that owners of other types 
of homes, such as older wood homes built on off-the-ground 
foundations, have a greater need for wood protection infor­
mation. Because types of homes differ with respect to 
wood problem levels and construction methods, information 
designed for a particular .type of home could be useful .
Data showed that only about one-half of the home­
owners regularly inspected their homes for decay and ter­
mites, with the largest percentage of these being from 
SMSA. Additional education programs are needed to in­
crease the number of homeowners who make problem in­
spections and to improve their knowledge of proper inspec­
tions. Homeowners should be made aware that moisture con­
tributes to decay and termite problems, and know how to 
reduce or prevent the occurrence of prolonged moisture.
Some respondents’ reasons for preferring a par­
ticular home exterior were incorrect. For example, some 
respondents thought brick was a better insulator than wood, 
although tests have found that brick is not a bettez* insu­
lation material (36). If the wood industry is to improve 
their market position for exterior materials, they should 
point out the positive aspects and provide leadership for 
proper utilization. The reasons given by homeowners for 
preferring an exterior should be used during educational 
programs for housing to stimulate adoption. For example,
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people are concerned with home upkeep, appearance, life 
expectancy of homes, and insulation. By appealing to these 
concerns. Extension could achieve more interest and adoption 
for housing programs. Since respondents indicated that a 
majority of future homes will have brick exteriors and 
considering the expense incurred with eradication of 
existing wood problems associated with this type of ex­
terior; emphasis should be placed on proper pretreatment 
for problems and construction methods.
Recall of campaign media was satisfactory with 
television and radio being the largest sources of cam­
paign recall. Most other campaign media were recalled 
by campled homeowners, but in much smaller proportions.
Some respondents remembered campaign media fox* up to four 
months. These findings indicated that television and 
radio should be primary awareness sources for campaigns, 
assisted by other media and publications. Bus signs were 
a good source of media recall in New Orleans and should 
be considered for future Extension programs in that area.
As indicated by data from this study, awareness informa­
tion should be repeated at least every three to four 
months if people are to remember media messages. A 
brief awareness campaign, such as the 1978 wood protection 
campaign, will not reach or move the majority of home­
owners to action without follow-up programs.
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Letter from Ext. Dir. & Dist. Agents to 
field staff emphasizing participation 
in campaign
Contact outdoor adv. assn.
5 TV spots contracted out
20 Radio spots contracted out 1/2 
minute (for example):
-Gutters maintenance - fall 








Point of sale displays 
Material to artist
Comments
To encourage agents to include 
campaign in final year 1978 
program of work
To have association obligate 
125 public service billboards
Spots to be presented on public 
service time
Spots to be presented on public 
service time
Displays to be placed at banks, 
savings & loans and building 









Billboard material to artist
Billboard completed
2 slidetapes completed ready for 
reproduction
-Termites h other insects 
-Decay
All 10 leaflets camera rady (for example): 
-Roofing - flashing, fascia board, 
cedar shakes
-When to use preservative treated wood 
-Checklist on Termite decay A problems 
-Earth filled construction 
-Common construction faults leading 
to decay 
-Porches & decks 
-Fences
-Termites & other insects - identifica­
tion of damage 
-Decay vs. termite - identification of 
damage - overall decay & termite desc. 
for direct mail. On back list other 
publications available from county 
agent.
-Vapor barriers 
TV Spots completed 
20 Radio spots completed
Basic theme on decay and 
termites with message to call 
county agents .
slide tapes for county agents 







12 Radio tapes 
Scripts ready
2-3 minute tapes for Extension 
(Public Service)
Evaluation plan set up
Newspaper features completed:
-Surveys
-Checklist in spring - termite 
& decay
-Buying new house - what to look for 
-Wood decay in general 
-Porches, decks & fences 
-Differences between termites and 
ants
-Paints & stain 
-Areeneaux's experiences
Magazine articles completed (for example): 
F & P
Louisiana Banker
La. Journal of Plumbing - Keating - 
Coding 
Contractors 
N. 0. Magazines 
Shreveport Magazines 
Progressive Farmer - Louisiana Edition 
Home 3uilders Magazine for the South 
Pest Control
Southern Savings & Loan Magazine
Extension specialist to pro­
duce tapes by traditional 
extension method
Plan is to create student 
Assistantship under 
Dr. J. H. Jones, Jr.






Newspaper releases completed (for example): 
-Gutters in fall 







-3 sources of decay
-1 on each publication (10)
-A signs of termites 
-When termites begin to fly 
-15 most frequent danger areas-termites 
-Common mistakes for house renovations 
for decay
All utilities contacted
Letter from Ext. Director with pre­
workshop materials to be sent to all 
agents
Training sessions for field people begin, 
Six sessions in all, All materials dist. 
to field personnel
Request all utilities to 
Include a folder in their 
billings
Purpose is to inform county 
agent staff as to the im­
portance of the campaign and 
to review aspects of the 
campaign. Identification and 
control of biological damage 
will be discussed
1st Lead off speaker






Extent of damage 
Outline of program 
Training sessions
All groups inform









All T V stations contacted
Jan. 1 Evaluation begins
Comments
Purpose is to tell various 
professional associations 
about the campaign to be 
undertaken. Some no doubt 
will adopt their own programs 
to tie in or request materials 
and training.
Purpose is to deliver first 
TV spot and explain its sig­
nificance and that others are 
tc follow. Also to investi­
gate the possibility of inter­
view programs during the year.
Evaluation will study the 
effectiveness of all planned 
campaign actions as well as 
the overall program impact 
on the homeowner and the ex­
















1st TV tape delivered 
1st radio spots mailed 
News release on 8 sources of decay 
and mailed 
Mag, article for La. Bankers published 
TV interview
Radio tape on 8 sources of decay mailed 
News feature on survey mailed
News release on earth-filled const.
mailed 
TV interview
Contacts completed with S & L, bank3* bldg.
material dealers 
Folders and displays delivered 
2nd TV tape mailed 
News release on flashing mailed 
TV interview
Billboard up
Radio tape on drainage mailed 
News feature on checklist mailed
News release on preservative treated
wood mailed 
Magazine article for F & P published 
TV interview
3rd TV tape mailed
2nd radio spot mailed
News release on drainage mailed
News release on mistakes made In house
renovation mailed 
TV interview
Radio tape on ventilation mailed 
















News release on ventilation mailed 
Magazine article for Journal of Plumbing 
mailed 
TV interview
4th TV tape mailed
News releases on when termites begin to 
fly mailed
News release on 4 signs of termite 
attack mailed 
Magazine article for N. 0. Magazine 
published 
TV interview
Radio tape on fences, patios & decks 
mailed
Newspaper feature on porches & decks 
mailed
News release on construction faults 
mailed 
TV interview
5th TV tape mailed 
3rd Radio spot mailed
News release on deteriorating roofs 
mailed
Magazine article for Shreveport 
Magazine - published 
TV interview
Radio tape on when termites begin to fly 
mailed
Newspaper feature on termites & ants 
mailed
News release on fences mailed 
TV interview
News release on shakes mailed
News release on other insects mailed 
Magazine article for Progressive Farmer 
published 
TV interview
Radio tape on mildew mailed














26 News release on fences & patios mailed
TV interview
3 4th radio spot mailed
10 News release on mildew mailed
Magazine article for Home Builder 
Magazine published 
TV interview
17 Radio tape on vapor barriers mailed
News feature on paints & stains mailed
24 News release on termites & other insects
mailed 
TV interview
7 News release on roofing mailed
Magazine article for pest control.
published 
TV interview
21 4 signs of termite attack - radio tape
mailed
News feature on Arceneaux mailed
28 News release on decay vs. termites
mailed 
TV interview
4 5th radio spot mailed
11 News release on vapor barrier mailed
Magazine article for S & L published 
TV interview
Sept. 18 Radio tape on gutters mailed 
News release on gutters mailed 
TV interview
APPENDIX B 
THE EXTENSION AGENTS TRAINING AGENDA
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AGENDA
Your Wood Can Last for Centuries - Training Meetings
Moderator: Alden C. Main
9:00 - 9:30 Registration and Coffee
9 : 3 0 - 9 : 4 5 Introduction
9:45 - 10:30 Mass Media Materials for program
10:30 - 11:00 Wood decay
Slide tape
11:00 - 12:00 Wood Decay Problems
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 1:30 Wood Insects
Slide Tape
1:30 - 2:30 Wood Insect Problems
2:30 - 2:45 Coffee
2:45 - 3:15 What will people ask
3:15 - 3:45 How can materials be used in your parish











I am with the Cooperative
Extension Service. We are conducting a survey to determine 
the effects of a public information program about home 
wood protection.
I would like to ask you a few questions which will 
only take a few minutes.
The public information emphasizes wood decay and 
termites and is called "Wood Can Last for Centuries."
Much of the public information is conducted by the County 
Agent's Office. (Show illustrated poster.)
/Play tape of _1ingle7
1. Do you recall hearing this jingle on., 
radio or T.V. which is a part of the 





2. As I call out a list of information sources that are 
being used in the campaign, would you tell me which 
ones you may recall seeing or hearing concerning the 
wood protection campaign? (check all that apply)
a. Signs on buses
b. Roadside signs
c. Pamphlets through mailings











/ to all items (a - i) skip to Question 5
Do you happen to recall about Months ____________
how long ago you first hear
about the "Wood Protection Weeks ____________
Campaign?"
Do you happen to remember the ____________________
source from which you first
learned of campaign? (such ____________________
as T.V., Radio, etc.)




/IF~N07 - Discontinue interview No
In rating the effectiveness of various information 
sources as very effective, fairly effective, or 
little effective; how would you rate the following 




a. Signs on buses
b. Roadside billboards
c . Pamphlet3 mailed






i. Posters in public 
places
If aware of media, which, if any, of the following 
actions have you taken as a result of the Wood Pro­
tection campaign? (answer all that apply)
!IAVE YOU YES NO
a . Sought information from the 
county agent?
b. Sought information from other 
sources?
c . Checked your house for damage 
signs?
d. Told someone about wood pro­
tection?
e. Personally treated or fixed a 
problem?
f. Contacted a contractor for 
repairs?
g- Contacted a pest control firm?
h. Taken any other action? (list)
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8 . To your knowledge, have you had any of the 
following wood problems at this house? (show 
pictures of problems)
Have now
a. Mold or stain
b. Wood decay
c. Paint peeling
d. Termite or insect 
damage
e. Water standing 
around or under 
house
f. Have you had any 










In order to determine home 
characteristics related to wood 
problems, is your house built on 
a slab or off the ground?
Is your house exterior mostly 








About how much would you estimate 
the value of a house like yours to 
be on today's market? $
119
13. a. If you were going to build another 
house, what would you use for 
exterior siding? ____
b. What qualities do you like about




b. /If ~YES7 how often do
you have checks for: Termites
(check for both termites 
and decay) Decay
15. a. Do you own any other Yes
property with buildings?
No




16. Is the location of your




17. May I ask how many years 
of schooling did you have 
the opportunity to complete? Years
Y es NO
-------
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
APPENDIX D 
MAP OF SAMPLE LOCATIONS
1 2 0
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The writer was born on July 28, 1937, at Laurel, 
Mississippi. He attended Powers Elementary School, Stewart 
M. Jones Jr. High School and George S. Gardiner High 
School, Laurel, Mississippi. He received the Associate of 
Arts Degree from Jones County Junior College, Ellisville, 
Mississippi in 1959. In September, 1959, he enrolled at 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge and received the 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Forestry in January, 1963.
He was awarded the Master of Science Degree in Game 
Management in June, 1964. During 1966 through 1968, the 
writer continued his graduate work in recreation at the 
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi. 
In August, 1977, he enrolled for the Doctorate in Extension 
Education at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana.
He served in the Army National Guard of the United 
States from January, 1956 until he was called to active duty 
in the United States Army from October 15, 1961 until 
August 9, 1962. He was honorably discharged from the re­
serves of the United States Army on December 31, 1963.
He worked as a statewide wildlife biologist for 
the Mississippi Game and Fish Commission from July, 1964 
to October 1, 1968. He worked as a forester and wildlife
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specialist for two papei* corporations in Alabama from 
October, 1968 to August, 1977.
He and his wife, Barbara, have a son, Nathan, who 
was born on January 25, 1970.
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